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“Despite continuing declines in the desktop, laptop and
tablet market, the laptop segment has fared better because
smartphones and tablets remain less suitable for
performing productive tasks. It is hoped that cellular
devices and two-in-one laptops will appeal to consumer
desire for ultra-portability, and these devices offer a
decisive upgrade path for current owners.”
– Andrew Moss, Consumer Technology Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Ultra-portability meets productive computing
The mature market needs people to upgrade, but there is little incentive to do so
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Figure 28: Key metrics for selected brands, May 2018
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Laptop ownership remains relatively stable
Smartphone ubiquity a challenge for home computing
Figure 40: Household ownership of computing devices, May 2018
Clamshell laptops maintain dominant presence in the home
Chromebook adoption remains relatively low
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Windows keeps broad appeal
Figure 42: Laptop operating systems, May 2018
Desktops continue shift away from tower units
Older people prefer desktops in general, but also the newer all-in-ones
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Security concerns may influence device upgrades
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Laptops remain the popular choice for online shopping…
…and are far more likely to be used for productive work
Laptops closing the gap with desktops for gaming
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Laptops remain the choice for productivity and security
Figure 54: Correspondence analysis of words and devices, May 2018
Figure 55: Words associated with types of devices, May 2018

Home Computing Attitudes and Behaviour
Advanced computing unnecessary for a third of device owners
More prefer cloud storage than local
Figure 56: Consumer attitudes towards home computing, May 2018
Laptops currently a device for the home…
…but innovation may encourage this mobile activity
A quarter interested in desktop computing through a portable device
Despite a slow upgrade cycle, most will still replace their laptops when they break
Figure 57: Consumer behaviour towards home computing, May 2018
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Forecast methodology
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